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In February 2013, General Valery Gerasimov—Russia’s chief of the 
General Staff published a 2,000-word article, “The Value of Science Is 
in the Foresight,” in the weekly Russian trade paper Military-
Industrial Kurier.
The article is considered by many to be the most useful articulation 
of Russia’s modern strategy, a vision of total warfare that places 
politics and war within the same spectrum of activities—
philosophically, but also logistically. The approach is guerrilla, and 
waged on all fronts with a range of actors and tools—for example, 
hackers, media, businessmen, leaks and, yes, fake news, as well as 
conventional and asymmetric military means. Thanks to the internet 
and social media, the kinds of operations Soviet psy-ops teams once 
could only fantasize about—upending the domestic affairs of nations 
with information alone—are now plausible. The Gerasimov Doctrine 
builds a framework for these new tools, and declares that non-
military tactics are not auxiliary to the use of force but the 
preferred way to win. That they are, in fact, the actual war. Chaos is 
the strategy the Kremlin pursues: Gerasimov specifies that the 
objective is to achieve an environment of permanent unrest and 
conflict within an enemy state.



The US presidential election

Aims

• Creating an information environment and a narrative

• Spread division

• Activate—or suppress—target groups (more than 50% of the posts 
about race)

• Consistent exposure over a period of time impacting a person’s 
cognitive environment

• “Mainstreaming" an idea—moving it from the fringe to the 
mainstream

• Ultimately helping to elect a candidate that serves Russia's interest

nymag.com



The US presidential election

Scope

• Establishing deep, authenticated, long-term identities for 
individuals and groups within specific communities

• Servers and VPNs based in the US to mask the location of the 
individuals involved

• US-based email accounts linked to fake or stolen US identity 
documents

• Launder payments through PayPal and cryptocurrency accounts

• Video, visual, memetic, and text elements designed to push 
narrative themes, conspiracies, and character attacks

https://www.wired.com/story/did-russia-affect-the-2016-election-its-now-undeniable/



The US presidential election
Means

• Hacking and leaking of illegally obtained information (DCLeaks
and Wikileaks)

• Fraudulent Social Media Accounts
• South United
• Heart of Texas
• Tennessee GOP

• Organization of Political Rallies
• March for Trump
• Stop the Islamization of Texas vs United Muslims of 

America

• Buying of Facebook Ads (100,000 USD disclosed by Facebook)

vox.com

nytimes.com



The US presidential election

Topics

• 2nd Amendment vs Gun Control

• White Supremacism vs Black Lives Matter vs Muslim Activists

• Police Brutality

• Patriotism vs Antifa

• Religious Themes (Literally God vs Satan)

• False flag and conspiracy theories
usatoday.com
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Examples of fraudulent posts

nymag.com washingtonpost.com

nytimes.com
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Examples of fraudulent posts

VS

nymag.com bloomberg.com
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Examples of fraudulent accounts

nytimes.com



Marina Butina and the NRA

• Mentioned in a 2015 memo as an “organization that “had influence over” the 
Republican Party”

• “Could be used as the groundwork for an unofficial channel of communication to the 
next presidential administration.”

• Butina is believed to have worked for Alexander Torshi (Deputy Governor Russian 
Central Bank)

• Butina was romantically involved with Trump campaign aid

• Facilitation of a meetings between NRA executives and donors with Lavrov in Moscow. 

• Accused of „penetrating the US national decision-making apparatus to advance the 
agenda of the Russian Federation”

lgbtqnation.com

wikipedia.org



Brexit

• Direct interest to destabilize a strategic rival

• 156,252 Russian accounts tweeting about #Brexit and posting over 45,000 Brexit messages in the last 48 hours of 
the campaign #ReasonsToLeaveEU

• RT and Sputnik more reach on Twitter for anti-EU content than either Vote Leave or Leave.EU

• Similar to the US operation, but not nearly as sophisticated

• More conventional methods used

• Jumping on the band-wagon rather than shaping the narrative

• Possible illegal donations rather than cyber warfare

thetimes.co.uk



The Arron Banks Dossier

• Student Research Group

• Claims of illicit funds used
Under British law (PPERA 2000) donations to political parties must be declared and are allowed ONLY from 
UK individuals on the UK electoral register OR UK businesses registered in Companies House and doing 
business in the UK

• OSINT investigation into Arron Banks, his ties to Russia and his campaign donation

• Company house, Offshore Leaks, Panama Papers, Bahamas Leaks

• Report submitted to various government bodies in March 2017

• National Crime Agency launches investigation into Arron Banks November 2018
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Josep Borrell, Spanish Minister of Foreign 
Affairs, European Union and Cooperation

Boris Johnson, Member of Parliament of 
the United Kingdom
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Pro- Russian political parties

in Western Europe

• Financing political parties 

• Cooperation agreements

• Capitalise on migration

• International media presence and local media 
ownership

In order to

• Shape national policies and decisions

• Assert control over energy and economic markets



Lessons learned

• Hard to make sense of it, because almost impossible to measure impact

• Ever-growing threat to our Western democracies

• Likely to affect almost every future election or referendum

• Constant need to monitor and analyze (social) media landscape

• Important to pro-actively develop a counter-narrative 

• AI and machine learning will help

• Social Media Giants need to be held accountable



Slide shamelessly stolen from Prof Peter Cochrane
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